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SORCHA McCOLE
sorcha_niamh@icloud.com

www.sorchamccole.uk

In its third successful year, Rural Arts announces ‘FRESH’, a
showcase of work by seventeen ‘up and coming’ contemporary
artists from across the UK. The two week show aims to provide
a springboard for emerging artists to exhibit a showcase of
painting, drawing, photography, sculpture and installation,
as well as to diversify our annual exhibition programme by
presenting work that breaks down the barriers between art
disciplines.

Newcastle University
Sorcha’s drawings combine dream motifs
with personal experiences. She uses her
illustrations to attempt to visually express
the thoughts and memories experienced in a
person’s dreaming and waking life, that often
prove difficult to express by verbal means.

Finding after Losing
Ink and acrylic on paper

We would also like to say a special thank you to The Arts Society
Hambleton for their ongoing support.

AMBER GOSDEN

Handmade Hops
Ink drawings + prints on repurposed paper
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Gosden counters the pace of contemporary
life by consciously attending to her
surroundings through visual investigations
(photographs and drawings) of her changing
environments.
Such locational information progresses
through handmade and digital techniques to
construct abstract versions of visual realities,
which often bear reference to pattern. For
example, Handmade Hops explores the
fundamental characteristics of Brew York
and the brewing process, repurposing flooddamaged materials to connect with the
context of Walmgate, York.

WILL NORMAN
Leeds Arts University
wn_20@yahoo.com

Amber Gosden is a multi-disciplinary
artist who engages in a range of creative
practices, allowing flexibility for physical
and conceptual exploration across varying
subjects and current interests.

williamnormanart.co.uk

@ambergosdenart

ambergosden@hotmail.co.uk

York St. John University

So what do you think
Mixed media on canvas

I describe my paintings as being like a visual
conversation. Painted forms are consciously
placed to inform, impact, transform and
subvert each other as in a discussion
or dialogue. In this age of debate and
discussion, of engagement and challenging
of perceptions and social constructs, my
paintings are an attempt to rationalise
what I perceive as an increasing fluidity and
instability to the world.
The physicality of the painted frame and the
expression of the media is an inherent part
of the composition; as is the intention to
play with a viewer’s reading of each painting
through the building up of a composition
that can reveal and suggest or mislead and
falsify the apparent visual structure.
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My most recent work is concerned with the
quest to visualise the nature of memory. I am
particularly interested in the way people can
have completely different interpretations of a
shared event in their lives.
Since the invention of photography, we have
increasingly become reliant on the images
produced to tell us our own histories. Are
these images the truth, the whole story or,
like our memories, unreliable snapshots of a
moment in time?

anyamickleburgh@yahoo.co.uk

simfr70@aol.com

Manchester School of Art

Nightshades II
Oil + posca pens on canvas

www.anya-charikov-mickleburgh.weebly.com

@ simone.frater_russell
Absence ‘Peter’
Screen printed panels on cotton

SIMONE FRATERRUSSELL

www.charliemanthorpceramics.com

Using interpretations of the family
photograph as source material, the contrast
between the photographic version of a life is
put into focus or even conflict with personal
recollections. This body of work acts as a
starting point for conversations between
families or carers affected by memory
problems and those with a general interest
in making connections with the past lives of
others.

charliebartmanthorp@googlemail.com

I seek to communicate the very personal yet
universal story of absence and memory and
to explore how time and location affect the
memories we create.

Michael’s Boots: Stitch
Large terracotta vessel with small black
shiny nesting vessel
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ANYA CHARIKOVMICKLEBURGH
Royal College of Art
My art practice is research-based, processoriented and focuses on painting and
drawing. The interest is in a moment. This
moment is divided in two parts, a before and
after. I am fascinated with the phenomena
of afterwards, when the images can excite
us in both a positive and negative way. They
fade away, deflate, become less important
and almost invisible when “time gnaws
and wears away and separates us from
pain” (Jean-Paul Sartre). Can images of
disappearance be echoes of the past and
is it a matter of time and the process of
reverberation at what depth these echoes
will resonate and die away eventually? But
even so, can images have a measure of the
depth of intensity and sonority of staying
within our memory?

CHARLIE MANTHORP
Manchester School of Art
For years, Michael O’Connor’s black leather
boots bore him through daily cycles, seeking
refuge in Manchester’s homeless charities.
Offering protection, his black leather boots
were degraded through everyday use as
their leather became cracked and worn. His
daily act of polishing these boots provided
routine to his otherwise transient life as he
formed a poignant relationship through a
process of internalisation and projection.
Through intimate conversational research,
each vessel pair within my collection tells a
branch of Michael’s story of attachment to
these seemingly mundane artefacts revealing
the human behind the homeless condition.
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Recipes from the West
Installation of naturally dyed fabrics,
pigment, rope, plant material, natural wool
and leather

Through intimacy with the outdoors,
and a physical involvement in nurturing
and managing, allowed the idea of the
‘cultivator’ to arise. This suggestion is an
important procedure; gathering from the
garden, detaching a petal from a flower,
digging a vegetable from the ground - these
gathered elements are then organised and
combined, as though I was a cook, of sorts.

Cooking together a number of natural pigments sourced from the landscape, dyeing
fabrics to form recipes of colour, scent and pattern, boiling, steaming and pressing
organic material allows the pigment to bleed onto and into the fabric - which sometimes
fights the pigment that already embedded into the surface.

Physically composing these elements, with an emphasis on the life of fabric inspires the
creation of these sculptural paintings. Through giving shape and structure, these become
‘beings’ interacting within a space. The figurative becomes present.
This interaction allows these ‘beings’ to have a conversation between the structural and
painterly - the entropy of the organic. Certain elements of making are reflected in the
arrangements. A figure or skin is present, theatrically talking, or perhaps in a condition
of awareness. The display of these works becomes richer and more dramatic, creating a
conversation between life & death.

REBECCA PERRY
Staffordshire University
I consider myself to be a ceramic designer.
The landscape and natural world influences
my work, I respond to these visual stimulants
through expressive mark making and
painting. My practice is driven by exploring
the relationship between 2D and 3D.
Looking at the use of ink and emulsion and
how that can be translated into clay by using
slips, oxides and glaze.

Terracotta vessel
Ceramic

RUTH BROWN
www.ruthbrownjewellery.com

The manmade and natural create a tension; they become deadly looking, and appear to
be skin like. I think of these works as having souls. A combination of actions reflecting the
human presence such as tying, rolling, arranging, sorting and moving around.

becca.perry@hotmail.com

Gathering, sourcing, and identifying are the
ingredients of a recipe of actions combined
with a speculative approach, allowing me
to discover of what our surroundings can
create.

ruthbrownjewellery@outlook.com

www.ffiontaverner.com

ffi-t@hotmail.co.uk

Manchester School of Art

www.rebeccaperryceramicdesign.com

FFION TAVERNER

FRAGMENTATION Ring 2
Silver

Glasgow School of Art
I am a Glaswegian jewellery designer/ maker,
based in West Sussex. I graduated from the
Glasgow School of Art in June 2016 with a
First Class BA(Honours) in Silversmithing and
Jewellery Design.
The contrast created by natural repetitions
in the urban environment, and the changes
which accompany the movement of light
against linear planes, provides me with a
basis for visual exploration. The moment
where tangibility ends and the ephemeral
starts.
Kinetic techniques, coupled with mirror-like
two dimensional surfaces in resin and metal,
allow me to produce varied and ambiguous
forms which are representative of the
intertwined nature of light, shadow, space,
movement and context.
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Manchester School of Art

Nottingham Trent University

The primary focus of my printmaking practice
is etching on steel; the method employed
having a coherence with the subject matter
and my underlying thoughts. Removing only
a miniscule amount of material from each
identically sized plate, it is what is lost from
the surface which is each one’s most defining
characteristic.
My work is concerned with an exploration of
space, transitory liminal space like that found
where the land meets the sea, heterotopic
space such as that of the journey, and the
virtual infinite space of the mind within the
finite space of the body.
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Falmouth University
I specialise in Printmaking and I am
interested in that crossover between the
two and Print as an extension as drawing.
This particular work is from a series called
‘Blue Void’ which is about capturing those
spaces in between things you can and cant
see. It has been created with one action
and the outcome is quite striking because it
places around with flat surfaces but has 3D
qualities.

By exploring the objects which define
modern culture, I think about their
production, necessity and value. I am
interested in everyday, and therefore
familiar, objects and materials. By utilising
different forms of construction, I remake
and repurpose the things which surround
me. These might be packaging or building
materials, climbing rope, bottles. I’m curious
to the relationship between function and
aesthetic and want to question an object’s
place within its environment. Domestic,
industrial, natural, alien. What things will we
encounter in the future and what spaces will
these objects inhabit?

HELENA-MADE
Sheffield Hallam University
@helenamade

meganfatharly.weebly.com

meganfatharly@yahoo.co.uk

MEGAN FATHARLY

Rinquinquin
Installation with climbing rope, plaster,
electrical cable, concrete, silicone, copper
piping, ceramic, scaffolding pole

helena.made@outlook.com

Lost
Printing ink on paper

Blue Void
Monoprint

hannahparikh@hotmail.com

HANNAH PARIKH
@hannahparikh

maggiethompson@live.com

MAGGIE THOMPSON

The Multi Sensory Drinking Experience
Silversmithing and ceramic

My work explores how the drinking
experience can be enhanced through metal
and ceramic vessels. Each vessel has their
own character and aim to enhance different
senses, through their form, texture, size
and finish. Some are shaped to increase the
aromas; some to consider where the vessel
‘should’ be drunk from and others tactile
finishes caused during the making process.
Combining these craft practices enhances
the user’s consideration of the material and
craftsmanship therefore making the drinking
experience last.
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ktomlinson1996@gmail.com

My artwork studies humanity’s impact on the
strata record through our powerful influence
on the environments, climate and ecology
of the planet. I seek to examine the forms
of corruption and destruction, as well as the
possibilities for positive change, associated
with the advent and expansion of the current
epoch of geological time, the Anthropocene.

Unoccupied Space I
Oil on canvas

When is a painting a painting and when
is it a sculpture? My practice is influenced
by Bertolt Brecht’s Theatrical term ‘The
Distancing Effect.’ I am interested with
how this theatrical term can be modified
to challenge ideas around my artwork. By
often re-creating sections of the paintings
in ceramics, or by using the readymade
to continue the painting into reality, the
installation creates a ‘doorway’ and ‘passage’
into my paintings. This breaks down the
fourth wall between audience and artwork,
inviting the viewer to step into the painting.
The paintings are contained in their own
2-dimensional realm, whereas the sculptural
parts invade the viewer’s literal space.

JUNIE LATTE

LORAIN BE

Glasgow School of Art

Bradford School of Art

I paint queer people through a queer
gaze. I use traditional figurative oil paint
techniques to achieve regal aesthetics, which
I playfully subvert by elevating contemporary
experiences into an unabashedly queer
mythology. My inspirations come from
theatre, camp, kink, and the intricate tangle
of relationships within local queer scenes.
This glittery ongoing series explores
selfie culture as a radical act of queer selflove and reclaiming visual space. These
portraits can be presented as is, or as part
of an installation that showcases fetishist
narratives.

info@uniquearts.co.uk

jessica.copping@btinternet.com

I am a mixed media artist, using oil paint
integrated with ceramic sculpture and
readymade installation. My art practice
considers the relationship between 2dimensional and 3-dimensional painting.

www.uniquearts.co.uk/cak

junielatte.com

junielatte@hotmail.com

Glasgow School of Art

@kt_tomlinson

www.jessicacopping.com
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KATIE TOMLINSON

I create installations of paintings constructed
from layers of oil, egg tempera and graphite
which are partially eroded through sanding
and engraving. Collectively, they form a
complex web of signification which capture
the complexities of time and perception in
the Anthropocene age.

Thawing of the Cold
Painting

GORI
Oil on glitter paper

JESSICA COPPING

Damien Hirst - “Away from the Flock” kit
3D printed sheep, bottle of formaldehyde
(liquid soap), and a vitrine (small plastic
box)

I am a conceptual and digital artist, currently
studying for a Masters in Visual Arts.
My conceptual art kits are a satirical look
at how an art concept can be made into
a commodity. The idea is that the kits can
serve both as an artwork for display in a
gallery and as souvenirs or mementoes,
available to buy in a gallery shop. The kits on
display are first prototypes and are priced for
their originality and aesthetic value.
The kits contain found items and 3D printed
work. The packaging has been made by
myself using shop-bought boxes and laser
printed graphics and text. (Due to copyright
reasons, I have ‘reimagined’ pictures of
Damien’s Hirst’s actual work.)
More kits are ‘in the making’ - including
Piero Manzoni, Carl Andre, Martin Creed and
Tracey Emin.
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